Information letter week 23-24 2021
Luleå tekniska universitet

Overall Campus
To keep you updated regarding what is happening in the area and have access to information even between these mailings, we recommend that you download the Mitt Campus app, where we regularly update with current information about things that may affect your everyday life. There is gathered information about the campus, about the buildings and contact information for our employees. In addition, you can easily create and follow your error report.

Outdoor environment
Luleå Energi is working to restore the ground surfaces on the south side of house A, at Kideus Preschool. The work is in the final phase and asphalting will take place in early June.

Just in time for the summer heat to arrive, there are now benches and tables on display at Pussen and on the side of house B, where the winter Railarena has been, for those who want to take a break or why not a job meeting outdoors.

Rainbow avenue
The roadblocks are now up for this year's work with Rainbow avenue and the areas between house B and house E and between Alfa- and Betahouse have been closed. The entrance to the library and the Polar Research Secretariat is open via a passage from Universitetsvägen. The open entrance to house B
via Rainbow avenue has now been changed from B10 which is closed to entrance B8 which has opened instead.

To pass through the area, you need to use either Laboratorievägen north of campus or Universitetsvägen on the south side. We are aware that this means detours that can make your everyday life difficult for a period of time, but we hope for your understanding.

Inside the barriers, the work is in full swing. Among other things, seats are being built, bicycle canopies are being installed and preparatory ground work is being carried out for tiling.

Between House B och House E
Entrance B10 has been closed and instead entrance B8 is kept open for access to house B via Rainbow avenue.

House A/α
In foyer A2000, work is underway on a new exciting surface for collaboration, studies and coffee. The work is expected to be completed by the start of studies in the autumn of 2021.

The scope of the A2400 corridor has now been clarified and planning of measures is in progress together with the contractor. The project, together with LTU’s project manager, will go through the production schedule as soon as it is established.
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Scope of measures and choice of method for measures regarding the remaining parts of the A-house is under development, we believe that the scope is ready before the holiday.

Prior to the completion of the floor in A3568, the project is currently waiting for the floor leveling compound to dry out sufficiently before the surface layer can be laid. Continuous measurements are carried out to keep track of the process.

House B/β

The work of replacing damaged material on the library roof continues according to plan. We do everything we can to keep the disruption from work at as low a level as possible and regret if certain aspects of the work are perceived as disruptive to the business.

The work to repair damage to the outer wall in B192 towards Rainbow avenue is in full swing. The work will be completed before the start of the semester after the summer. The measure will not be completed by the end of May / beginning of June, as previously mentioned. This is basically due to the fact that a somewhat more comprehensive measure means that the work cannot only take place from the inside. As there are other projects that will take measures outdoors in connection with the entrance, the measures on B192 will therefore adapt to this.

The wall that was opened in Centrumrestaurant is now rebuilt and painting and installation of radiators remains before the surface is returned to the business. The project will return next summer to take renovation measures.

As for the VIP dining room, Personnel room B161 and Landscape B183, the walls are now rebuilt and painting and reassembly of radiators remains before the surfaces are unestablished and returned to the business. The project will return to relevant activities during the autumn for planning renovation measures.

House C

Stage 3 has now been relocated and the chemistry reaches its premises via a culvert from house F. Other entrances to house C are still closed.

In the near future, a crane will be placed at STIL’s beach volleyball court to get material out of courtyards and to lift windows for future stages.